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Saturday 9th January 2021 
 

The Saturday Independent 
 

Irish investors in failed Dolphin Capital await High Court 

outcome 

Hundreds of Irish savers who have in some cases seen their life 

savings wiped out, will learn on Monday the fate of one of the Irish 

investment vehicles behind collapsed German property firm Dolphin 

Capital. 

 

November sales reveal challenge for retailers under third 

lockdown 

Retail sales plunged in November, during the only full month of the 

second lockdown, foreshadowing a severe impact from even 

tougher pandemic restrictions introduced this month. 

 

Boeing to pay $2.5bn to settle 737 Max criminal probe 

Jet maker Boeing will pay more than $2.5bn (€2.04bn) in fines and 

compensation after reaching a settlement with the US Department 

of Justice over two plane crashes that killed a total of 346 people 

and led to the grounding of its 737 Max jetliner. 

 

‘Boomerang buyers’ driving up house prices as they desert 

Dublin to buy in native counties 

A wave of city workers deserting the rental market and moving 

home to buy in their native counties is expected to fuel house price 

rises of 4.4pc in 2021, according to a nationwide survey of estate 

agents. 

The Saturday Irish Times 
 

Market Beat this week looks at Bitcoin. Joe Brennan notes recent 

moves in the cryptocurrency, its third big surge in its history. Some 

investment banks have issued big price objectives with the column 

asking if the rush will end like the tulip bubble in the 17th century. 

 

US unemployment data released on Friday saw a loss of 

140,000 jobs last month, the first monthly jobs loss since last April 

while the unemployment rate  at 6.7 percent. 

 

Hyundai shares surged on Friday after negotiations with Apple 

were confirmed about the development of an electric car. Reports 

notes that Apple plans to launch a car in 2027. 

 

Despite announcing a lower operating  profit shares in 

Samsung gained 8.6 percent . The company shall release final 

results later in January. 

 

Brexit coverage notes this month’s 500 percent increase in 

freight traffic from Rosslare to France and Spain while traffic on 

the Irish Sea has halved. Elsewhere marks and Spencer notes that 

it may buy more Irish goods to avoid tariffs issues. 

 

The EU entered an agreement with Pfizer for 600 million doses 

of the Covid-19 vaccine. This makes the Ru Pfizer’s biggest 

customer. 

 

 

Sunday 10th January 2021 
 

The Sunday Business Post 
 

Brian Keegan: Bitcoin comes of age in a year when a virus 

changed everything 

2020 was the year when some serious investors got over the crypto 

currency’s twin barriers of intangibility and techie mystique. 

 

Residential sector emerges in good shape from pandemic 

Many agents say that since reopening in June, they have recorded 

the strongest Q3 sales in decades, while the highest price paid for a 

private residence was once again outside Dublin. 

 

The Profile: Mike Ashley 

The Newcastle United owner and self-confessed ‘power drinker’ is 

banking on his latest sponsorship deal with Cork GAA being just the 

tonic to revive the poor performance of the Irish arm of his Frasers 

Group. 

 

Experts insist standardised design needed to deliver social 

housing 

An argument is growing for standard internal layouts and fixtures in 

social housing to speed up building times and save money.   

 

Donegal gold find adds shine to Arkle Resource’s reputation 

Find comes weeks after discovery of another promising vein in 

south-east Mine River project.  Last week’s find in Inishowen, 

Donegal, showed grades as high in some parts as 40.7 grams per 

tonne. 

 

FBD starts making part-payments to publicans ‘misled’ on 

business cover 

The insurance company has extended the ‘goodwill gesture’ to 

businesses, despite claiming the cover does not exist. 

 

Many tech firms not planning to increase staff salaries in 2021 

Despite a tough year for many companies, competition for staff is 

likely to remain strong as e-commerce booms. 

 

CIF boss says 80 homes lost for every day of lockdown 

Tom Parlon said builders supported the new measures, but were 

caught off guard by the lack of notice. 

 

Stocking up in 2021: the picks to watch this year 

From beleaguered Datalex to booming Kerry Group, keep an eye on 

these companies’ market performances in the coming year. 

 

Kenmare Resources 

The development of the Moma titanium mine in Mozambique has 

been a labour of love for two generations of the Carvill family. In the 

past decade, production from the mine has served the Carvills and 

their band of loyal shareholders well. Will 2021 be the year when 

Moma really pays out? 
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Datalex 

Long before the world had heard of Covid-19, Datalex, which 

develops software for the airline industry, had been struggling to 

overcome an accounting scandal. Thanks to a €20 million-plus loan 

and cash injection from its largest shareholder, Dermot Desmond, 

the company was just about able to survive 2019. Remarkably, 

despite the decimation of the aviation industry in 2020, Datalex’s 

fortunes are looking up of late. 

 

Kerry Group 

The rumour mill last summer had it that Kerry Co-op farmers were 

hatching the deal of a lifetime to buy out the consumer foods and 

dairy divisions of Kerry Group. It would be a transformative 

purchase for the thousands of farmers who supply Kerry with milk, 

giving them control of the business which they originally founded in 

the 1970s but has since gone on to outgrow its Irish farming roots. 

 

Uniphar 

One of the under-the-radar success stories of the last 18 months 

has been the rise of Uniphar, the medical supply company run by 

Ger Rabbitte and chaired by well-known businessman Maurice 

Pratt.  Since its stock market listing in the summer of 2019, when it 

raised €150 million, shares in the company have more than 

doubled. While it may be best-known as a supplier to pharmacies – 

indeed, it owns many, including the Hickey’s brand which it bought 

in late 2020 – Uniphar has been quietly building its business 

overseas. 

 

HSE plan to utilise private hospitals could be triggered within 

days 

Ministers discuss early vaccination of the country’s 60,000 Leaving 

Cert students, while physiotherapists and occupational therapists 

‘stand ready’ to help as Covid-19 vaccinators. 

 

Donnelly to ‘accelerate’ vaccine plan after a slow start ranks us 

13th in EU 

Expected 40,000 doses per week could see all nursing home 

residents and healthcare workers protected by the end of March. 

 

The Sunday Interview: Laura Dillon 

The head of Dutch private equity outfit Waterland’s Irish office is 

feeling positive about the year ahead, despite the many challenges 

looming. 

 

Boardroom drama at Mayo distillery as co-founders fall out 

Nephin Irish Whiskey’s agm has been postponed as a result of the 

dispute between Mark Quick and his fellow shareholders Paul and 

Jude Davis. 

 

Guinness heir to include a city home in Iveagh Markets plans 

Edward Iveagh tells Liberties community of proposals to develop an 

‘inclusive’ amenity and of moves to address the immediate task of 

repair work. 

 

Moderna Covid-19 vaccine is approved for use in EU 

Ireland is to get 880,000 doses of the jab, the second to get the 

green light after the Pfizer BioNTech vaccine.     

 

 

 

 

Five key takeaways from Glenveagh’s trading update 

The company, which develops starter homes and build-to-rent units, 

saw revenues fall during the pandemic but still has big plans for 

2021. 

1. Revenues take a hit - Total revenue recorded by 
Glenveagh in 2020 was about €232 million, down from 
€284 million the previous year 

2. 700 homes completed at an average sales price of 311k 
3. New Targets for 2021 - Glenveagh said it now had 

visibility on 1,150 unit completions in 2021, provided on-
site activity can resume in early February. 

4. December deals done - The update noted that Glenveagh 
had exchanged contracts for the sale of 132 units across 
two developments at the end of December. 

5. Docklands projects in the works - On December 4, the firm 
lodged a fast-track planning application to develop 702 
units on its Castleforbes site in Dublin’s Docklands. 

 

The Sunday Times 
 

ICU capacity in Irish hospitals could be overwhelmed in the 

next two weeks by the continuing surge in Covid 19 cases forcing 

medical staff to make difficult ethical decisions. The issue is 

aggravated by the large number of staff that are either infected or 

who are having to self-isolate. 

 

Irish import and export supply chains have been crippled by 

regulatory paralysis in the first week of post Brexit according to 

Wexford TD and former head of the Irish Road Haulage 

Association, Verona Murphy. There has been a huge switch to 

direct ferries to France leading to capacity issues and many 

transport companies have been unable to navigate the new post 

Brexit regulations on the landbridge route. 

 

The European Commission is investigating a complaint that the 

state gives illegal aid to the VHI through the €760 million subsidy 

scheme that compensates the insurer for its older customer age 

profile. The complaint has been given further weight by the fact that 

the subsidy has continued throughout the pandemic despite the 

collapse in the number of claims due to the cancellation of elective 

procedures. 

 

Brian Carey in his Agenda column urges Kerry to proceed with 

the sale of its dairy interests to the Co-Op and to then sell its 

meat processing interests. As low growth, low margin businesses , 

he feels that they no longer fit the Kerry’s drive to expand its food 

ingredient markets. 

 

Sam Chambers reviews how Next’s Lord Wolfson is 

successfully navigating a very difficult retail market by 

increasing its on-line offering and range, although it does come at 

the expense of reduced margins. 

 

Niall Brady writes that housebuilders in Ireland had started to 

wind down operations before the mandatory close on Friday as 

they try to protect their cash positions in what they expect will be a 

very difficult year. The sector did better than expected in 2020, 

building an estimated 20,000 houses despite a six week industry 

lockdown; however there was a much higher rate of completions 

than commencements. While demand remains robust, the weak 

house starts numbers suggest that builders are being cautious in 

the short term. 
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The weekly interview is with Glenn Carr, the manager of the 

Rosslare Europort which is at the centre of Brexit trade route 

dislocation. Much increased sailing frequency to France and 

improved road connectivity are making the port more competitive. 

 

John Collingridge has a detailed article on the ongoing 

crackdown of the Chinese government on the domestic tech 

giant companies. He suggests that its belligerence does not augur 

well for improved Sino-US trade relations after Biden’s inauguration 

in ten days time. 

 

Electric Ireland has escaped sanction after overcharging some 

of its small industrial customers over an eighteen-month period 

and has now issued full refunds. The Regulator said in its ruling last 

week that there was “no evidence that the overcharging was 

intentional”. 

 

The Sunday Independent 
 
Richard Currran - Shift to more expensive cars shows two-

speed Covid economy 

Last year was always going to be a tough one for the motor sales 

sector in Ireland. Once Covid-19 arrived, the uncertainty, the job 

losses and the curtailed spending all kicked in. 

 

Online boom helped whiskey brands in 2020 

Irish whiskey brands are to continue to bolster their online e-

commerce stores as the sales channel grows in importance through 

the Covid-19 pandemic. 

 

US app Strava is riding into Ireland with plans to invest in new 

team 

Strava, a US-headquartered activity and fitness-tracking platform, is 

investing in a new team in Ireland this year with the company 

retaining a presence in the EU. 

 

Brexit begins to bite as range of firms warn of trade issues 

Irish companies are bracing themselves for delays in deliveries, 

product shortages and increased costs as Brexit-related trade 

issues begin to emerge. 

 

Dublin-based food order app Bamboo acquired by company 

behind Fetch 

POS8 Limited, the owner of on-premises food and drink order-and-

pay application Fetch, has merged with Norse Starlit Limited, which 

owns the Irish food-ordering app Bamboo. 

 

Forestry owners warn sector faces 'extreme' threat from 

permits issue 

Unresolved issues in the forestry sector are now matters of 

"extreme urgency" that threaten jobs and livelihoods in the industry, 

one of the country's main industry bodies has said.  

 

Hale's growth hopes rise as it announces merger with VIP 

Irish e-cigarette retailer and brand Hale has not allowed the Covid-

19 pandemic to blow its growth plans up in smoke. The company, 

headed by Stuart Fagan, has announced its merger with fellow e-

cigarette retailer VIP. 

 

 

 

Ireland sets standard on social media rules 

The eyes of the European Commission and several large EU 

countries will be on Ireland as it implements new rules on policing 

video content on social media giants, according to Michael 

O'Keeffe, chief executive of the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland 

(BAI). 

 

The Financial Times 
 

The Long View: 

Investors look past Capitol chaos to year of opportunity 

“Markets, rightly in our view, see the US government as ultimately a 

stable-enough set of institutions even if things occasionally go pear-

shaped,” says Nicholas Colas, co-founder of independent research 

house DataTrek. 

 

Lex -Apple car/Hyundai: volting ambition 

Tesla’s success has made Elon Musk the world’s richest man. But 

Tesla’s leadership in electric cars has serious competition with 

Apple among the contenders. Hyundai Motors has confirmed early-

stage discussions with the US devices giant to produce self-driving 

electric cars. 

 

Chip scarcity forces carmakers to slam brakes on production: 

The largest carmakers are facing a potentially crippling shortage of 

semiconductors, as chipmakers reserve supply for technology 

companies producing smartphones, tablets and gaming devices. 

 

City of London hopes stars will align for growth and prosperity 

outside EU: 

Brokers and bankers lament ‘no-deal Brexit’ but some spy 

fresh opportunities for financial services. 

 

Moonpig float set for lift-off with mooted value of £1bn: 

Private equity group Exponent is planning a lucrative exit from 

Moonpig after Covid-19 provided a boost to sales and profits at the 

greetings card business. 

 

Barratt rides stamp duty holiday to enjoy record sales: 

Barratt Developments said it had sold a record number of homes in 

the past six months, underlining how the sector has emerged as 

one of the winners in an economy blighted by the pandemic. 

 

Clothing and home demand falls 24% in M&S third quarter: 

Marks and Spencer posted a sharp fall in third-quarter sales as 

earlier store closures hit, and warned that it was planning for the 

latest national lock-down to last “potentially until Easter”. 

 

Trump’s China rules stir confusion among traders: 

NYSE’s U-turns on guidance reflect broader bafflement on avoiding 

fines from next week. Brokers and other financial groups from New 

York to Hong Kong have been left scrambling to comply with a US 

presidential ban on investment in companies with alleged ties to the 

Chinese military. 
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Direct indexing allows investors to pick and mix: 

In the past two decades, consumers have learned to love 

customisation. Spotify playlists have supplanted CDs. Streaming 

video apps like Netflix are quickly doing the same to cable 

television. The question is whether this trend will hit the investment 

industry. Small-time investors can always, of course, pick out a 

handful of individual stocks to bet on. But for people looking for 

broad exposure, pre-packaged products, such as mutual funds or 

ETFs, have been basically the only game in town. 
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Daily Note 

Each day we produce a market commentary outlining critical economic and company developments. 

We leverage off our global network of analysts and investment professionals to provide clients with 

critical insights from our local teams first thing in the morning. 

Click here for more details 

 

 

 

Download 

Weekly Trader 

On Mondays, we release our weekly note in which we provide a view on equity markets for the coming 

days, and highlight the equities which we believe provide exposure to the important themes unfolding 

in the markets. Our in-house Investment Committee meets on a weekly basis to craft this strategy, 

thereby allowing clients to dynamically position portfolios to take advantage of the most up to date 

market developments. 

Click here for more details 

 

 

 

Download 

Investment Journal 

Each month our Private Client and Research departments collaborate to produce our Investment 

Journal. Here we highlight the key stocks to watch, the performance of our flagship products and our 

core portfolio, the latest investment opportunities and a round-up of world financial news and events. 

Click here for more details 
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